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for people and businesses who

Live and work in the city Care about the environment
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Jflemay is a British design and manufacturing 

company founded by Canadian architect 

Jean-François C. Lemay in 2019.

Jflemay furniture is our response to 

urbanisation, smaller apartments and 

premises, and the need to reduce waste.

Our furniture is not only flat-pack: it can 

return to its flat-pack state.  It is easy to 

assemble, to take apart and to reassemble 

because it has no fasteners or small parts 

and requires no tools.

Want better flat-pack furniture
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No fasteners No tools

Our products come together without fasteners: no 

nails, screws, dowels or small parts.

They also come together without tools — you only need 

your hands, and in some cases help from a friend.
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Easy to reassemble Made in the UK, made to last

Our products are easy to assemble and take apart, so you 

can return them to their flat-pack state when you need.

They are made in the UK with durable materials sourced 

sustainably within Europe, respecting workers’ rights.

European maple 

digitally milled in the UK

Aluminium plate 

digitally milled in the UK

Al
5083
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Maple coffee table without fasteners

This coffee table made from 100% maple plywood 

comes together without fasteners: without screws 

or small parts, and without tools.  Once assembled 

it is strong and stable, and won’t come apart even 

while carried up-side-down.  Yet it can easily be taken 

apart, for example to be transported in its flat-pack 

state, and reassembled as often as required.

It is sized to serve as a coffee table, side table 

or compact bench for one or two persons.  It is 

sufficiently strong for a person to stand on it.

Its fabrication starts with a high-quality maple 

plywood produced in Europe with responsibly 

sourced European sycamore maple trees.  It is then 

manufactured in England.  The five wood parts are 

cut with computer-guided tools.  They are then 

sanded and their edges rounded smooth.  Finally 

they are treated with a nontoxic oil which protects 

them and gives them a maintainable matte finish.

This table is made for indoor use, home or office.  

Although the oil finish is resistant to coffee, tea and 

wine, spills should be removed within a few minutes 

to prevent staining.

Parts 5 parts only, flat-pack

Material European maple plywood

Made in United Kingdom

Weight 7.5 kg

Maximum load 150 kg

RRP incl. VAT £___  /  €___

 80 cm 

 4
2 

cm
 

 40 cm 

Also available in aluminium — see page 40
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No screws

or tools

All-maple 

plywood

Made in

the UK
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Step 1 Step 2

To assemble:
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Click!

Step 3
Repeat for the other leg

To take apart, push here with thumbs 

and slide out the leg piece in the 

direction of the arrow

To take apart:
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The coffee table is delivered in a flat pack with only five maple parts
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The assembly instructions are printed on the underside of the table top
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Step 1
Insert the short legs into the table top

Steps 2 and 3
Insert the long leg into the short legs;

slide hands down until it clicks into the table top

Click!
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Maple table without fasteners

This table made from 100% maple plywood comes 

together without fasteners: without screws or small 

parts, and without tools.  Once assembled it is strong 

and stable, and won’t come apart even while carried 

up-side-down.  Yet it can easily be taken apart, for 

example to be transported in its flat-pack state, and 

reassembled as often as required.

It is sized to serve as a large desk or a dining table for 

four persons.

Its fabrication starts with a high-quality maple 

plywood produced in Europe with responsibly 

sourced European sycamore maple trees.  It is then 

manufactured in England.  The five wood parts are 

cut with computer-guided tools.  They are then 

sanded and their edges rounded smooth.  Finally 

they are treated with a nontoxic oil which protects 

them and gives them a maintainable matte finish.

This table is made for indoor use, home or office.  

Although the oil finish is resistant to coffee, tea and 

wine, spills should be removed within a few minutes 

to prevent staining.

Parts 5 parts only, flat-pack

Material European maple plywood

Made in United Kingdom

Weight 20 kg

Capacity Sits 4 to 6 persons; max. load 150 kg

RRP incl. VAT £___  /  €___

 90 cm 

 62 cm 

 133 cm 

 7
6 

cm
 

 6
6 

cm
 

 105 cm 
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No screws

or tools

All-maple 

plywood

Made in

the UK
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Step 1 Step 2

To assemble:
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Click! Click!

Step 3

To take apart, push here with thumbs 

and slide out the leg piece in the 

direction of the arrow

To take apart:
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The table comprises five maple plywood parts Place the leg diagonally as shown, and slide your hands 

downwards until it clicks into place
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Shown with a maple coffee table used as a bench
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Shown with maple coffee tables used as benches
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Maple shelving unit without fasteners

This shelving unit made from 100% maple plywood 

comes together without fasteners: without screws 

or small parts, and without tools.  Once assembled 

it is strong and stable, and won’t come apart even 

while carried up-side-down.  Yet it can easily be taken 

apart, for example to be transported in its flat-pack 

state, and reassembled as often as required.

It has three shelves sized to hold three large Muji “PP 

Carry Boxes” side by side.  Each shelf supports up to 

75 kg.  It is thus a spacious and versatile unit.

Its fabrication starts with a high-quality maple 

plywood produced in Europe with responsibly 

sourced European sycamore maple trees.  It is then 

manufactured in England.  The seven wood parts 

are cut with computer-guided tools.  They are then 

sanded and their edges rounded smooth.  Finally 

they are treated with a nontoxic oil which protects 

them and gives them a maintainable matte finish.

This shelving unit is made for indoor use, home or 

office.  As a precaution against tip-over, it should be 

secured to a wall using the included anchor.

Parts 7 parts only, flat-pack

Material European maple plywood

Made in United Kingdom

Weight 20 kg

Maximum load 75 kg per shelf, total 225 kg

RRP incl. VAT £___  /  €___

 121 cm 

 107 cm 

 1
08

 c
m

  4
0 

cm
 

 4
0 

cm
 

39 cm

 39 cm 
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No screws

or tools

All-maple 

plywood

Made in

the UK
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Step 1
Insert the side frames into the long frames

To assemble:
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Step 2
Insert the shelves as shown until you hear “click”

Click!
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Step 1
Insert the side frames into the long frames

Step 2
Insert the shelves as shown until you hear “click”
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This spacious and strong shelving unit can support up to 75 kg per shelf

107 cm

39 cm

107 cm

121 cm

40
 c

m

10
8 

cm

40
 c

m
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The shelving unit is dimensioned to contain up to nine large Muji PP Carry Boxes (three per shelf)

Or two large Muji PP Carry Boxes lengthwise

Three large Muji PP Carry Boxes sidewise
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Aluminium coffee table without fasteners

This aluminium table comes together without 

fasteners: without screws, small parts, welds or 

tools.  Once assembled it is strong and stable, and 

won’t come apart even while carried up-side-down.  

Yet it can easily be taken apart, for example to be 

transported in its flat-pack state, and reassembled as 

often as required.

It is sized to serve as a coffee table, artwork display 

table, or compact bench for one or two persons.

Its five parts are milled in England out of solid 

aluminium plate using computer-guided tools.  The 

result is a product of superb precision, with rounded 

edges and surfaces brushed or polished, depending 

on your selection.  The brushed finish is practical 

as it conceals light scratches and fingerprints.  The 

polished finish is special, reflecting its surroundings 

like a shimmering mirror.  In either case it is an 

exceptional product.

This table is made for indoor use, home or office.  

When light scratches or fingerprints appear, these 

can be buffed out using a sanding sponge or 

household aluminium polish.

Parts 5 parts only, flat-pack

Material Solid aluminium

Made in United Kingdom

Weight 10 kg

Maximum load 150 kg

RRP incl. VAT brushed £___  /  €___

RRP incl. VAT polished £___  /  €___

 80 cm 

 4
2 

cm
 

 40 cm 
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AlNo screws

or tools

Made in

the UK

Solid 

aluminium
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Step 1 Step 2

To assemble:
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Click!

Step 3
Repeat for the other leg

To take apart, push here with thumbs

and slide out the leg piece in the 

direction of the arrow

To take apart:
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Cubic lamp without fasteners

This lamp is a unique structure with six parts forming 

the six faces of a cube.  They come together to form 

a mutual lock which will not fall apart, even when 

suspended, but which can always be taken apart by 

pressing in the right place.  A seventh piece holds 

the bulb into position.

It is available in white or with a printed photograph of 

your choice.  The print is made with a digital C type 

process, where light exposes a translucent silver film.  

The print is very resistant to fading and is laminated 

onto acrylic and then laser cut.

Whether white or printed, this lamp gives a soft 

light suitable for a living room, a bed side table or a 

children’s bedroom.  It is available in a larger format 

upon request.

The lamp is supplied ready to use, apart from the 

assembly of the lamp shade.  It includes a British or 

European plug, a 180 cm cable covered with silver 

fabric, a switch and a LED bulb.

Parts 7 acrylic parts plus socket

Material Laser-cut Perspex

Made in United Kingdom

Cord and plug 180 cm, silver fabric, British or EU

Light bulb socket E27, up to 12 watt LED

RRP incl. VAT white £___  /  €___

RRP incl. VAT printed £___  /  €___

26 cm

26
 c

m

26 cm
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No screws

or tools

Laser-cut 

Perspex

Made in

the UK
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Triangular lamp without fasteners

This lamp is made of two interlocked pyramids which 

can be suspended, rested on a side or on a tip.  It 

comprises seven pieces of laser-cut opal acrylic 

which come together like a 3d puzzle.  It requires no 

adhesive or fasteners, and can easily be undone and 

reassembled.

The opal acrylic glows with a soft light like a paper 

lantern.  It suits a bed side table, a computer table or 

a living room.

The lamp is supplied ready to use, apart from 

assembly of the lamp shade.  It includes a British or 

European plug, a 180 cm cable covered with silver 

fabric, a switch and a LED bulb. Parts 7 acrylic parts plus socket

Material Laser-cut Perspex

Made in United Kingdom

Cord and plug 180 cm, silver fabric, British or EU

Light bulb socket E27, up to 12 watt LED

RRP incl. VAT white £___  /  €___

43 cm

28
 c

m

32
 c

m
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No screws

or tools

Laser-cut 

Perspex

Made in

the UK
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Cubic lamp on a vertex, without fasteners

This lamp is a cube standing on a vertex.  It is 

stabilised by the extension of the faces beyond the 

pure cube, which is the interior lit volume.  The six 

faces come together with slots and tabs in a gravity-

defying equilibrium.

The lamp shade comprises eleven pieces of laser-cut 

opal acrylic, which come together like a 3d puzzle.  It 

requires no adhesive or fasteners, and it can easily be 

undone and reassembled.

The opal acrylic glows with a soft light like a paper 

lantern.  It suits a bed side table, a computer table or 

a living room.

The lamp is supplied ready to use, apart from 

assembly of the lamp shade.  It includes a British or 

European plug, a 180 cm cable covered with silver 

fabric, a switch and a LED bulb.

Parts 11 acrylic parts plus socket

Material Laser-cut Perspex

Made in United Kingdom

Cord and plug 180 cm, silver fabric, British or EU

Light bulb socket E27, up to 12 watt LED

RRP incl. VAT white £___  /  €___

43
 c

m

49 cm

42 cm
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No screws

or tools

Laser-cut 

Perspex

Made in

the UK
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Shop online:

London: 075 2708 3623

info@jflemay.com

      jflemaydesign

All designs and product photography by Jean-François C. Lemay © 2020

Jflemay products are covered by design patents internationally








